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ABSTRACT

Discovery of exoplanets is important for understanding our place in the uni-

verse. One fruitful method for locating exoplanets is by the measurement of the

drop in flux of the planet’s host star when the planet passes between the observer

and the star – also known as transiting. The light-curves produced by planets

transiting in front of their parent star can help us determine how our own solar

system compares to others and the general behavior of stellar systems by giving

us an understanding of the components of a typical stellar system. Now that

the time-tagged flux data from thousands of these events is publicly searchable

from the Kepler mission on the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes, it is eas-

ier than ever to conduct meaningful analysis on these transit events through the

use of the IDL programming language. In more detail, I used IDL to develop

an automated algorithm that finds a transit event in the data recorded by the

Kepler Mission. This is carried out by a Bayesian algorithm that determines

where the transit occurs by searching for a statistically significant change in the

flux of the light-curve. The final product is a single program module that will

give a measurement of the transit start and end times, the transit durations, and

period of the planet’s orbit, with uncertainties.

1. Introduction and Project Context

One highly successful method of detecting exoplanets is by transit(1). The transit

detection method is one that carefully watches the parent star’s electromagnetic flux. By

continuously measuring flux values of the parent star, one can determine when an object

passes in front of the star by a small decrease in its flux. This decrease in flux can be due
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to a transiting exoplanet(1). From this point, a transiting exoplanet is verified from its

periodicity and the shape of its light-curve. The shapes of the drop in flux of the parent

star that planets make during transit vary wildly. However, this does not stop them from

being very well understood(9).

The Kepler mission is once such project that seeks to record these events. It is in a

helio-centric, earth trailing orbit. It is designed to stare at one specific spot of the sky for

years on end with the goal of recording photometric changes in the stars it is viewing.

Recently, a large amount of exoplanets have been confirmed by the Kepler mission(2),

but this does not mean that the transit method is an appropriate method of exoplanet

detection in all cases. For example, the gas-giant planets in our own solar system all have

orbital periods of over 10 years(7). The Kepler mission has only been in operation for less

than six years. If it were hypothetically looking at our star as a target star, it might not

have even noticed any of our four gas-giants, because they might not have even had time to

make it to a single transit event. This biases the Kepler mission toward discovering planets

of short orbital period, but when Kepler does witness a transit event, it is necessary to

identify the event and determine if it is recurring.

A method of determining events from photon-counting data, such as the Kepler

mission’s recordings, was developed into an algorithm called Bayesian Blocks(8). Bayesian

Blocks finds statistically significant changes in light-curves and records the points determined

to be so. It has been applied most successfully by the developer, Scargle, and others

towards light-curve events such as Gamma-Ray Bursts(4) and other applications outside of

astrophysics such as Statistical Theory on Self-Organizing Maps(3). Nevertheless, Bayesian

Blocks is an effective tool for extracting events out of time-dependent, photon-counting

data, such as the ones presented by transiting exoplanets of host stars recorded by the

Kepler mission.
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2. Resources and Equipment

The data used for the analysis is available to the public and was downloaded at

http://archive.stsci.edu/pub/kepler/lightcurves.The stars evaluated were stars of Kepler ID

0006922244 and 0009631995, and were chosen without bias. All processing and analysis

of the data was conducted on Microsoft Windows with software written in the IDL

Programming Language. The IDL Astronomer User’s Library(6) was also a necessity for

properly functioning code.

3. Data

The light-curve data from the Kepler mission is found on the MAST archive as .fits

files in two different temporal forms: short cadence and long cadence. The long cadence

is the measure of flux from the target star with an exposure time of 1626 seconds and

a cadence rate of 1766 seconds, while the short cadence takes measurements with an

exposure time of 54.2 seconds and a cadence rate of 58.9 seconds(5). The Bayesian Blocks

transit-detection method was conceptually tested on short cadence light-curves. This was

because short cadence is typically used when higher time resolution data is needed for stars

with planetary candidates. Hence, short cadence light curves will typically have a higher

probability of harboring a verified exoplanet. Therefore, when testing, it was most efficient

to build the method around short cadence light curves because verified planets are used in

comparison with the results found from the method. However, the program built will also

work with long cadence light curves, with drawbacks being greater error from the lower

time resolution.

All of the data is taken continuously over quarters or epochs. The times between

quarters are planned interruptions used for maintenance, calibration, and data binning. A
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list of the quarter start dates can be found on the MAST FAQ page(5). For testing, the

two stars previously mentioned were selected and analyzed over all available quarters. The

data in almost every quarter contained unrecognizable values that needed to be dealt with.

These values appeared in the form of NaN, or ”Not a Number” in the IDL Language. For

my purposes, the origins of the NaN’s were irrelevant, and all NaN’s were treated equally.

4. Methods

Starting off, a for-loop governs the navigation through all quarters of the target star.

The program then extracts the time and flux values into arrays and removes all values found

to be NaN’s. Next is a cell-making routine. This simply organizes the flux data alongside

calculated bin properties into ”cells” for each respective flux data point. A sensitivity is

then set for the Bayesian Blocks algorithm. When the Blocks routine begins, the cell data

is then passed through logarithms whose base is determined by the sensitivity set. These

logarithms smooth the data without sacrificing the number of bins. it is over this smoothed

data that the Blocks routine searches for significant sustainable changes in the data. In

our case, those significant changes would be dramatic sustainable rises or drops in the flux

of the parent star. The programs ability to account for sustainability is a very powerful

aspect. This allows the program to ignore anomalies and data-set outliers.

Once a significant change is determined, it is marked as a change-point. When a

change-point is found on either side of a drop in the flux, it may be a candidate for an

exoplanet transit (Fig. 1). The code searches the entire quarter for these drops and assigns

change-points to several events. When the change points surrounding a drop are found to

be periodic (Fig. 2), not just over the quarter, but over the entire data-set of the star, it

is further indication that there exists an exoplanet. These patterns were visually verified

before continuation.
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Once a pattern was recognized, the transit duration and period of the planet’s orbit

was determined. This was the simple part. All of the change-points on either side of a

transit event were used in determining the temporal midpoint of the transit event. From

these midpoints, the temporal distance between each of them was found. They were then

averaged and the standard deviation of the distance between the midpoints was taken as

the error. For the transit duration, each set of transit event change-points was used. The

temporally first change-point was subtracted from the temporally last change-point. These

values were also averaged and the standard deviation found.

In some cases, a transit was not found in its projected occurrence. These occasions

were all due to the fact that the planet had transited the parent star between one of the

Kepler mission’s quarters. The events were completely missed in the intermission. The

planetary period values in these cases were therefore greater than anticipated and omitted.

5. Results

The method appears to be sound. It was one hundred percent efficient at extracting

every transit event available from the two target test stars. It also created change-points at

other unidentified events which might be of interest.

Numerical results of the transit duration and the planet’s period were compared to

published values of the properties of the target stars’ exoplanets(5). While the published

values remain outside of the errors calculated, they still serve as a proof-of-concept of the

detection of exoplanets by the use of Bayesian Blocks(8). Please refer to Table 1 below for

the actual values.
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6. Discussion and Future Work

Overall, the method behaves very satisfactory. However, one aspect of Bayesian Blocks

is that it sets change-points with hesitation. The algorithm likes to make sure that the

change in flux is prominent before it sets a point. This leads to the change-points being

placed slightly closer to the middle of the transit. This could account for why the calculated

transit duration is shorter than the published value. It could also account for the incorrect

period values. If this method is to be used strictly for determining periods and transit

durations, this problem needs to be addressed. However, this method could be used for

other applications.

One future project will be to develop a statistical test that, given a set of change-points,

will determine the statistical likely-hood that the sequential events actually represent a

transiting exoplanet as opposed to random events. Another future project would be to

use the determined change-points as placeholders for a function-fitting algorithm that

would better describe the transit light curve. The model for the transit curve is irrelevant.

However, a non-linear model such as the one proposed by Seager(9) would be optimal. A

properly fitted curve by Seager’s model would adequately describe all the properties of the

planet and parent star listed in the MAST Kepler Planet Candidate Catalog(5), as well as

a limb darkening coefficient for the parent star.

It is worthy of mention that, while the large majority of change-points were found

within an understandable proximity to a transit event, there were several that were

were found elsewhere. These change-points require more investigation in order to safely

determine their origins. What can be hypothesized is that the ability of this algorithm

to find change-points without bias, and at different levels of sensitivity, leaves open the

possibility, with data of high enough resolution, that the unaccounted change-points could

be caused by events such as exoplanet satellites, previously undiscovered planets, stellar
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variability, stray celestial object transits, large star-spots, and several other events .
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Fig. 1.— An example of plotted change-points (in orange) over a transit candidate
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Fig. 2.— A demonstration of the consistency at which the algorithm extracts change-points

from multiple transits of a light-curve in a single quarter
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Kepler ID Measurement Published Value Calculated Value

9631995 Period (days) 7.89 7.74

Period error 1.6e-6 1.4e-3

Duration (hours) 3.79 3.72

Duration error – 3.5e-2

6922244 Period (days) 3.52 3.41

Period error 7e-7 5.0e-2

Duration (hours) 3.20 2.65

Duration error – 5.8e-2

Table 1: A comparison of previously published values(5) of the mentioned stars alongside

values calculated from the change-points
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